UNITE THE WAYS WE WORK

Understanding the way we work is the key to employee engagement. Unite accommodates a variety of work styles – Focus, Interaction, Regenerative and Ideation – and ties them together simply and beautifully. It’s about creating a workplace that works for everyone.
Unite brings calm to chaos, offering a place of solace and concentration for “head’s down” individualized work. Tile-to-floor panels, dividers, even sliding doors can illustrate spatial division for more independent workers.
INTERACTION BY DESIGN

Touch down anywhere. Semi-private, semi-public; Unite offers the best of both worlds, fostering solo work or – with the spin of your chair – easy engagement with your partners.
Unite panels offer an ideal amount of privacy but still allow for collaboration. Numerous unique top shapes help create workstations in any space.
IDEAS CONNECTED THROUGH SPACE

Through Unite’s ideation and regenerative spaces, vital connections can be forged, new outlooks uncovered, and tired minds reinvigorated. The seeds of the next big ideas are planted here.
Record thoughts with Unite’s steel markerboards. Panels supplemented with glass tiles promote transparency in social, relaxed areas as well as workstations.
PANELS

Preconfigured Monolithic Panels
Monolithic panel widths: 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 72
Monolithic panel heights: 32, 40, 48, 56, 64

Preconfigured Segmented Panels
Segmented panel widths: 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 72
Segmented panel heights: 32, 40, 48, 56, 64

Preconfigured Stacker
Stacker widths: 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, 54, 60, 72
Stacker height: 16

KI FREESTANDING STORAGE

Strive™ Seating Collection, Grazie™ Seating Collection, and
Doni™ Seating Collection were all designed by Giancarlo Piretti.